Southwire is a leader in the design and manufacture of high performance accessories for substations. From flexible electrical assemblies to AC low and medium voltage switches, Southwire has a variety of standard and custom accessory solutions for your substation.

**Southwire Watteredge® Substation Accessories**

**Smarter solutions for a smarter substation.**

**Southwire is a leader** in the design and manufacture of high performance accessories for substations.

From flexible electrical assemblies to AC low and medium voltage switches, Southwire has a variety of standard and custom accessory solutions for your substation.

**Why Southwire for Substation Solutions?**

**Ordering:** Simplified process combines multiple products to reduce freight and inventory costs.

**Cutting:** Eliminate waste and replenish stock with our cut-to-length product offering, including jumper cables.

**Stocking and Kitting:** Combine all of your substation accessory requirements with your other substation needs, in one package.

**Logistics:** Regional distribution centers deliver what you need, when and where you need it.

**65+ Years of Expertise:** Southwire has a long, proven history of innovating to meet customer needs.

**Technology:** Southwire uses a high-pressure compression method or press-weld process in the manufacture of flexible braids, air-cooled jumpers, and shunts.